
 

 

 

 

“The Urban Bakery 1″ – Drum’n'Bass EP containing 

6 tracks from one Austrian (Konnekt) and two 

Polish producers: MXC and Karel Craft. Tunes vary 

from melodic liquid funk to more edgy dancefloor 

killers. One thing is sure – all the tracks are as hot 

as taken out straight from oven! 

 

 

 

  Keep It Burning opens the album with a massive energy, perfect for the peak time on a 

dancefloor. Second track – Take Your Time is a tribute to oldschool sounds, balancing between liquid 

melody and shaking bass. Third tune takes full advantage from the titled Three Elements – melody, 

harmony and rhythm… on acid. Time for an uplifting vocal tune – Don’t Go Changing: smooth yet 

powerful, perfect for crazy summer love making. The unique atmosphere of Triple-A Replica is 

designed to open minds and see further horizons. Final tune feels like standing  Over The Edge of a 

plane with a parachute – get ready to jump! 

 

 

Name: Karel Craft 
Label: Bake The Break (founder and manager) 
Nationality: Polish 
Birth Year: 1988 
DJing: since 2004 (not full-time) 
Production: Beats > DnB, Breaks, Trip-hop 
karel@bakethebreak.com 

A wicked blend between styles, spiced with scratches, mixed in a 
funny way. This is Karel’s recipe for music, which is meant to 
surprise and encourage one to listen closer. Since 2011 serving 
beats via his label Bake The Break, with a motto 
Yummy downtempo and beats, crispy drum’n'bass! 
Enjoy, says the chef! 
 
Soundcloud link 
Download Karel Craft’s high-res photos (color and bw) and biography 

 

 

http://bakethebreak.com/konnekt
http://bakethebreak.com/mxc
http://bakethebreak.com/karel-craft
http://soundcloud.com/karel_craft
http://bakethebreak.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/KarelCraft-photos-bio.zip


 

 

Austrian producer Konnekt creates his sound by combining many 

different styles and genres, always on the search for a unique 

sound. At the turn of 2004, he began playing with differing sounds 

and samples and quickly actualized that making music is more for 

him than just an avocation. Drum & Bass provides a basis for 

energy loaded music  and that's what Konnekt likes the most, 

whether it's deep and liquid or a dancefloor killa. 

Soundcloud link 

Download Konnekt’s high-res photos (color and bw) and biography 

 

 

MXC a.k.a. Max C – drum’n'bass producer from Poland 

representing a melodic but still very energetic side of the genre. 

His first encounter with d’n'b was while listening to the legendary 

radio station – Evosonic. Falling in love with broken beats resulted 

in making attempts to reproduce similar sounds on his own. 

Despite the lack of proffessional musical education his creativity 

and natural good ear for music allowed him to become a fivefold 

finalist of “Made in Poland” (a contest for Polish electronic music 

producers). As a result one of his tracks – “Manhunter” -  was 

realeased on the V.A. “1st Selection of Made in Poland” (2003). 

Because of his strong interest in melody in music he decided to try 

his hand at chillout music in a project called Liquid Panic. Producing 

a few downtempo tracks made him realise that the melody was not 

enough – he still needed energy in his tunes and so he got back to 

drum’n'bass with the style you can hear at Bake The Break. 

Youtube link 
Download MXC’s high-res photos (color and bw) and biography 

 

The Urban Bakery 1 is under Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0)  
You are free: 

 to Share — to copy, distribute and transmit the work  

 to Remix — to adapt the work 

Under the following conditions: 

 Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not 
in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work) 

 Noncommercial — You may not use this work for commercial purposes. 

 Share Alike — If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work 
only under the same or similar license to this one.  

We encourage you to play our music in any radio, on a party, in a DJ mix. Our music is licensed under Non-
Commercial CC, so you cannot use it your shampoo commercial without asking us. But get in touch if you would 
like to, we can discuss it easily! Also we give you permission to play our music In ANY kind of radio, commercial 
or not. 

 

http://soundcloud.com/konnektsound
http://bakethebreak.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Konnekt-bio-and-photos.zip
http://www.youtube.com/user/MXCmusic
http://bakethebreak.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/MXC-bio-photos.zip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

